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About This Game

Almost Alive is a tactical role playing game in a mad post apocalyptic world with an awesome real time combat system!
Forge your character physical and mental abilities by recovering your memories trough vengeance in a crazy post

apocalyptic world full of mutations and mysteries and decide of the human kind fate after your brutal survival journey.

“Men had enough of money dictatorship, they decided to fight mass propaganda using capitalists tools of information warfare. To
fight back, the leaders in the shadows released a virus that unfortunately mutated. To contain humans turning into beasts the

established order used the final instrument: the world was ravaged by nuclear fire and any remaining form of life was struggling
for survival.”

Features :

_Unique fast paced, tactical and versatile combat system : Use covers, traps and advanced tactics to fight smart opponents or
reflexes and movement to fight swarm type mutant hoards.
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_Multitude of approaches and huge replay ability : Choose who you side with or go fully solo if you’re a psychopath. Help,
manipulate, betray allies, etc…

_Fully hand drawn 2.5D game : Every animation was drawn on paper, each draw scanned and reworked on computer, giving the
game an unique identity!

_Make an unique build based on 6 archetypes with over 115 skills, 98 traits and madness making each character unique: Acts
have consequences on the story but also on your character sanity.

_Destroy everything or sneak behind enemy lines : Sneak, steal, talk, drug, throw, trap, lock-pick, barricade, breach…

_More than 192 weapons, 106 armors ,18 throwables, 18 drugs, 100 items…

_Depending on collected funds :
  _Epic arcade style boss battles

  _An open and dynamic world including world events that unfold with, or without you
  _Mad Vehicles for fastest world map movement but also to fight bosses.

  _Full real time strategy squad commands with an advanced squad-based tactical AI
  _Multiplayer and console portability

I am Emir Cerimovic and Almost Alive is eight years of drawing, coding, game designing… all done by myself. I decided to make
this game and have been drawing, animating, learning how to code, and building this game with passion to have all the elements

and details I want.

Inspired by classic role playing and tactical games with high development standards like Fallout 1&2, Jagged alliance 2 or
Wastelands, Almost alive was my dream of the perfect tactical role playing game with a great real time combat system that features

character mental sanity as one of the core elements of the game. You can explore a huge world, make friends, use or steal them,
find tons of loot, make traps, sneak, destroy everything, fight smart enemies or mutants using your character skills and abilities…
The simple looking real time, fast paced combat system is hiding a highly complexe engine using tons of information from your

character sheet, the objects your character is using and other elements like your character moral or his sanity in order to decide of
timers for a successful aim, recoil of a weapon, the maximum accuracy when walking or running while gunning, the effectiveness

of a cover, etc…
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Title: Almost Alive
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Emir Cerimovic
Publisher:
Emir Games
Release Date: 17 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: win7

Processor: 2 cores

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: any

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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If you want to play with sim racing game but your PC is very poor, then get this game. Tons of mods (FREE MODS!!), and tons
of fun. Go for it ;). This game has a really cool atmosphere in almost every house, developers must work with game's
optimization. Talking about Scenario, if you play much, this game will become boring. Soundtrack isn't bad. Do I recommend
this game? Yes I do.buy it on sale when it costs cheaper, I do not recommend buying this at it's full price.. I agree with most of
the reviews on here: This game needs some serious restructuring. I certainly don't recommend it in its current state.. I was
excited to get this game on Steam as I had an older version of this game many years ago and was looking forward to an updated
version. Sadly, it would not install properly, hanging up in installation. I gave up and went to bed while it was frozen on a screen,
resulting in nine hours of 'play time' making it ineligible for a refund. The support site is non existent and the forums do not
address this flaw. What was once a fascinating strategy game has turned into a complex of malfunctioning code. Don't waste
your time or money.. Minimalistic Brilliance at it's best!
Be warned, it becomes addictive once you get over the crappy visuals.. Out of 408 games at the time of writing this, I can still
proudly call this the worst purchase I've made on Steam to this day. I bought Damnation on release day due to hype, and learned
a very valuable lesson -- ok, I didn't, I've still bought trash since. A few other titles have put up a hard fight to dethrone
Damnation as worst game I've bought on Steam, but Damnation fought them off and still sits proudly as King on a throne of
garbage.

Addition: Plenty of people have gone into what's wrong with the game, so my review doesn't need to repeat after everyone else.
The point of my review is to emphasize how much I regretted the purchase and how much it disappointed me -- so badly that the
day of the Steam review system launching (1648 days after buying Damnation), the very first thing I thought to do was find this
particular game in my list to give it the biggest thumbs down I could.. Best Serious Sam Game on the series.. soooo good, just
beutiful, everything about this game just makes me happy!. What can I get for you today?

Jerusalem.. you can go around the track and do a nascar rodeo if u want to
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The route is very beuatiful, and the signaling on the 37 is very fun and fresh its nice to try and it does have a cool bridge that
turns!. Crashed a lot for me.. For a brand new early access game, it has bugs and glitches as to be expected. If you're looking for
a title that reads 'Early Access' but plays like a finished product than this isn't for you.

It's been a lot of fun playing solo so far. I've been enjoying exploring and figuring out different aspects to the game and thinking
of things to do with friends. Building our own village, killing the night stalkers, hunting, gathering...there's a lot to do.

Quests are simple and yield good little rewards but most of the game is self-made as far as experiences go. Very nice to bring
friends into to do things like make your own village together.. Cute game. Add numbers, perform basic arithmetic, destroy
monsters. Not much else to say really.

Got this game as part of a HumbleBundle. Not sure it's worth full price for your average casual player. If you have kids and they
need to learn how to add a great, but if not, then not sure how much replayability this game really has.

It has a little strategy in terms of combining numbers and monsters in trying to get them to match, but the board itself is simple,
so it does not take advantage of another features that it could. The monsters do not really have special abilities or anything, so it
really just comes down to how to match monsters with numbers. So while entertaining for a while, I'm not sure how often, if at
all, one would revisit this game after playing through the little main campaign. Still, worth playing at least once given its unique
nature.. Played on Oculus Touch; Intel Core i5; Nvidia gtx 1070

Should you buy this?
Definitly a Yes - if you like Pinball!

It's polished and well done. So should early access be! The touch controller integragtion is also very well. I used the touch
triggers to access left and right bat and hand to tilt the machine - really fun to play!

The 3,99 Euros are worth the experience - surely something I will keep playing here and then.

And if you like playing Pinball, also don't miss to check out the free "Pinball Inside: A VR Arcade Game"!. Clunky and
unpolished, doesn't meet todays standard for games, imo. Hehe, I like this game~! <3
It's great to play when your soooo bored.
10/10
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